GUARDIAN
LOAD RESTRAINT SYSTEM

Time Saving Lashing Strap and Net System
- Ground level handling reduces falls

- Fitted inside the vehicle to eliminate strap loss

- Saves up to 30 minutes a day loading and
handling

- No dangerous spring back or recoil

- Protects the load from damage

- Easily retrofits to any vehicle in 1 hour

GUARDIAN
LOAD RESTRAINT SYSTEM
Load restraint is a necessity within the transport
industry and helps to protect the cargo and
prevent accidents.
It doesn’t need to be time consuming or risk the
driver’s safety.

vehicle, making them quick and easy for the driver to
access and use. You can save 30 minutes a day on a
standard trailer.

The system can be used to secure any load from ground
level, so the driver doesn’t need to climb on the vehicle
Guardian Load Restraint has been designed to reduce and risk a fall from height.
the amount of time it takes to secure your load. The
straps are suspended within the roof space of the

Fact Sheet
Guardian saves up to
30 minutes per day per vehicle

Approximately equivalent of £1560 saving per year per vehicle
This allows you to make more deliveries with
the same resource
Tested up to 25,000 uses

Guardian Load Restraint is manufactured to the
highest levels of quality and safety

Guardian is permanently attached to the vehicle
and reduces strap loss

Manufactured to EN:12195 AS/NZS:4380

Protects straps from damage and being stolen. They will last
longer and are always available.
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